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ISLAMIC B A N K I N G

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
The concept of Islamic financial
system, launched over three
decades ago is fully understood
worldwide. Its parameters are no
longer in doubt. Islamic financial
system aims at seeking the economic well being of all human
beings. Its banking arm is consequently structured to assist the
development of an Islamic economic order based on its value
and ethics and to put a human
face to it. It forbids all form of
economic activities which are
morally or socially injurious. It
forbids dealing in interest and
regards it exploitive and against
social justice. The underlying
policy behind the prohibition of
usury (interest) is the protection
of the weak against the exploitation of the strong.
Today more than 250 Islamic
financial organizations are operating all over the world, managing funds of over 300 billion dollars. This is just a tip of the iceberg. Inspite of its progress,
Islamic banking has to go a long
way before it can claim to meet
the needs of the present day
financial expectations. Islamic
banks must evolve methods and
instruments that are tuned to
tackle intricate issues that financiers and investors face in dayto-day operations. To achieve
these goals Islamic banks should
encourage research and development programmes. They must be
able to compete with the highly
sophisticated conventional banks
who have spent time and money
in developing modem instruments.
4
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Unfortunately, research and progress of Institute. Ms. Cox
development is an area much wrote: "The distance learning
neglected in it. By contrast, con- Diploma Course made available
ventional banking has been by the Institute of Islamic
evolving over centuries, has Banking and Insurance fills
robust on-going R & D pro- another gap, as it is targeted not
grammes and allocates substan- only at Islamic financiers, but
tial funds to the activity. R&D is importantly, is available to other
an essential aspect of modem individuals working in western
industry and enterprise, no less markets and workplaces seeking
so in the financial world. Any knowledge of, and involvement
industry not able to maintain a in, the Islamic banking system.
dynamic approach to its own
development can
I f Islamic banks
ever attain its full Research and devel- do not venture in
potential. In order opment is an area the
field
of
to create an effecresearch and traintive and mature much neglected by ing in a serious
Islamic banking most Islamic banks. manner they will
system which is By contrast, conven- face bleak future.
able to meet the tional banking has Islamic banking
demand
of a
strive to face
been evolving over must
modem
and
practical aspect of
sophisticated mar- centuries, has robust the system other
ket, R & D is a on-going R&D pro- wise they shall
must.
grammes and allo- fade away and
cates
substantial remain in the history books as relic
Once the Islamic
funds to the activity. of the past.
Banks
have
achieved their tar- R&D is an essential
of modern Islamic
banks
get they should aspect
attend to train industry and enter- must evolve meththeir staff with
prise, no less so in the ods and instmments that are
new techniques
financial
world.
tuned to tackle
and skills. The
intricate
issues
Institute realized
the value of training and research that financiers and investors face
and launched a distance-learning in day-to-day operations. To
Post Graduate Diploma Course achieve these goals Islamic
in Islamic banking. The course, banks should encourage research
the only one of its kind has so far and development programmes.
enrolled over 700 students and They must be able to compete
out of which over 175 have grad- with the highly sophisticated
uated. Stella Cox, one of the pio- conventional banks who have
neers in Islamic banking com- spent time and money in develmended the contribution and the oping modem instmments.
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THE POLITICS OF ISLAMIC FINANCE
6 / Professor Rodney

Wilson

There has been surprisingly little written on the politics of Islamic finance,
yet government policy has obvious
implications for the development of
Islamic finance. Some governments
have been very supportive, notably
those of Bahrain, Kuwait, Iran, Qatar
and Malaysia; others have been hostile,
such as those of Algeria, Morocco,
Tunisia and Libya, partly because they
have had a mistaken view that Islamic
finance is somehow linked to Islamic
militants. In several countries, notably
Turkey and Egypt, governments have
oscillated between opportunism, seeing
Islamic finance as a means of securing
capital from the Gulf, and suspicion,
concerned that it could be used by
Islamic political movements, that are
perceived to be a threat.

izens have choices about how they conduct their business affairs.
Pre-requisites for Islamic Finance to
Prosper

The experience of Islamic finance during the last half century demonstrates
that it has tended to fare best in pluralist
and
tolerant
societies
where
Governments give it the freedom and
the space to develop. Malaysia is perhaps the best example, a multi-religious
society that represents a microcosm of
Asia's cultural and ethnic diversity.
There a large proportion of Islamic
banking clients are non-Muslim ethnic
Chinese, Islamic finance providing a
bridge between the communities.
Similarly within Islam there are no divisions between Sunni
Supporters of Islamic
It is evident
that and Shia over Islamic
finance, indeed given
finance should not be
Islamic finance flourthe widespread agreeequated with Islamic
ishes in free market ment amongst Islamic
militants however, or
economies with vigor- scholars about how
seen as challengers to
existing
political
ous private
sectors, the teaching of the
authority. A l l advorather than in states Koran should be
applied to banking
cates
of
Islamic
where governments try
and
finance
the
finance are seeking is
to control and interfere Islamic finance movethe ability to manage
in every facet of eco- ment can be seen as a
their finances in a manforce that overcomes
ner that complies with
nomic activity.
sectarian differences
shariah law, a reasonand unites Muslims.
able demand in any
country,
whether
predominately
Muslim or indeed largely non-Muslim.
It is also evident that Islamic finance
In the latter case, which corresponds to
flourishes in free market economies
the situation in most western countries,
with vigorous private sectors, rather
religious minorities should have the
than in states where governments try to
right to adhere to their religious faith in
control and interfere in every facet of
every aspect of their lives, including
economic activity. The contrast between
financial dealings. The exercise of these
the success of Islamic finance in the
rights need not be a threat to the rights
Gulf, and its inability to develop signifof others in a pluralist society where citicantly in the states of North Africa
New Horizon

illustrates this. Where banks are largely
government owned, and industry is
dominated by the state and financial
markets are feeble. Islamic finance is
weak. A comparison between Jordan
and Syria is instructive in this respect.
Syria with its state owned banking
monopoly has no Islamic finance. In
contrast Islamic banking has flourished
in Jordan since the 1970s, where small
private manufacturing and retailing
businesses have constituted the main
client base for the Jordan Islamic Bank,
itself a quoted company on the Amman
Stock Exchange.
I f Islamic finance and socialist planned
economies are clearly incompatible,
how compatible is Islamic finance with
capitalism, viewed by many in the
Muslim World as a western system
dominated by an economic ideology
imposed by the United States. In practice the argument of Islamic economists
with capitalism concerns it system of
accumulation that relies heavily on
interest, which is equated with riba, and
therefore is viewed as haram. There is
no dispute over the system of private
ownership that underpins capitalism, as
property rights are respected in Islam.
Nor is there any argument against markets, which are seen as the normal
means of conducting economic transactions. Rather the Islamic economists
criticism of capitalism concerns its
excesses, the tendency towards greed,
and ultimately the temptation to worship false material Gods at the expense
of spiritual well being.
In the following sections some country
experiences of the interaction of politics
with Islamic finance are reviewed in
greater depth.
April - May 2005
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The
Accounting
and
Auditing
Organisation for Islamic Financial
Institutions (AAOIFI) is based in
Bahrain has arguably done more to proBahrain and the Bahrain Monetary
mote Islamic banking than any other
Authority was the first central bank to
state, with the Bahrain Monetary
implement its standards. Bahrain was
Agency, the Kingdom's Central Bank,
also a founder member o f the Kuala
playing a particularly active role. These
Lumpur based Islamic Financial
efforts have brought substantial ecoServices Board (IFSB). The link with
nomic benefits to the island, as Bahrain
Malaysia has brought business, as
boasts the largest concentration o f
Maybank, the largest bank in Malaysia,
Islamic financial institutions in the
has
established
a
world,
with
27
branch in Bahrain.
Islamic banks and
investment
instituBahrain
boasts
the Although Maybank is
tions managing assets
largest
concentration primarily conventional,
its Islamic windows are
worth over $4 billion,
of Islamic
financial
becoming
increasingly
more than double the
institutions
in
the
significant.
amount of five years
world, with 27 Islamic
ago. There are in
addition six Islamic
banks and investment The Kingdom has also
Takaful
insurance
institutions
managing become the major
international centre for
companies
serving
assets worth over $4
the
issue of Islamic
the Gulf market from
billion,
more
than
dousukuk
securities foltheir base in Manama.
ble the amount of five lowing the pioneering
Over 5,000 people,
issue o f sovereign
including many citiyears ago.
Islamic
bills and notes
zens of Bahrain, are
by
the
government
in
employed in the local
2000. By 2004 over $1.5 billion has
Islamic finance industry, and as most
been raised by the government through
have well paid jobs, the multiplier effect
the
issue of sukuk, the largest issue of a
of their spending for the Kingdom's
$300
million leasing sukuk being
economy is very strong, with perhaps
announced in December 2003. This has
three jobs created for every Islamic
diversified the sources of government
finance job.
Bahrain as the Most Pro-active State

funding and reduced its cost by tapping
into a different market rather than
becoming over-extended in conventional debt instruments. The liquidity in the
Bahrain market was recognised by
Malaysia, which has chosen to list its
$600 million global sukuk on the
Bahrain Stock Exchange. Bahrain
boasts a Liquidity Management Centre
in which Islamic banks can invest their
liquid assets.
Kuwait's Supportive
Considered Role

and

Well

The government of Kuwait has been
positive and receptive to ideas about
Islamic banking. The Kuwait Finance
House was established in 1977, with the
government taking a significant shareholding. Since then it has become one
of the most successftil Islamic retail
banks in the Gulf, with interests in real
estate as well as consumer finance. The
Kuwait Finance House has enjoyed a
virtual monopoly of Islamic finance in
its home market, the only other Islamic
institution being the International
Investor, which is more focused, as its
name implies, on global asset management.
In 2003 Kuwait passed an Islamic banking law to govern Islamic finance, the

MONETARY A N D B A N K I N G R E S E A R C H A C A D E M Y
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aim being to allow new entrants into the
market to promote competition.
Following the passing of the new law
ten banks applied to the Central Bank
for Islamic banking licences, but the
policy has sensibly been to take a gradual approach rather than have the market swamped by new entrants.
Consequently just two licences have
been granted so far, one to the Kuwait
Investment Authority that has applied to
set up an Islamic division, and the other
to the Kuwait Real Estate Bank that
plans to convert its entire operation to
be compliant with shariah law.
Positive Stance Towards Islamic
Banking In Qatar and the U A E , but
no Licences Granted In Oman

ed from the conversion of all the
National Bank of Sharjah's operations
to shariah compliant methods o f
finance. This was partly in response to
the ruler of Sharjah's commitment to
shariah law, as the bank handles much
of the business of the government of
Sharjah.
Although Dubai has not become a centre for Islamic finance comparable to
Bahrain, it is the location for the headquarters of Amanah Finance, the
Islamic banking division of HSBC, one
of the world's largest banks. The choice
of Dubai for this operation was largely
made on business rather than political
grounds, but in Dubai politics is largely
about business, and the environment is
very favourable for multinational enterprises seeking to establish new ventures
that have potential in Arabian society
and respect the cultural values of the
region.

In Qatar Islamic finance has been
offered for over two decades, with the
Qatar Islamic Bank operating since
1983. The experience in the UAE has
been even longer, with the Dubai
Islamic Bank being
Saudi Arabia's Lack
established in 1975,
In Dubai, politics is of a Policy
the first Islamic comlargely about business,
mercial bank to be
A few governments
and the environment is
established in the
have been indecisive,
very
favourable
for
Gulf Although ininotably the governtially both these instimultinational enterpris- ment of Saudi Arabia,
tutions were monopes seeking to establish that has been increasolies in their home
ingly tolerant towards
new ventures that have
markets in the proviIslamic finance, but
potential
in Arabian which has no policy on
sion of shariah comsociety and respect the the issue, or indeed
pliant financial services, the authorities
cultural values of the even much knowledge
in both states encourof how to regulate the
region.
aged competition by
industry, despite the
granting
further
Kingdom being the
Islamic banking licences. with the Qatar
world's largest market for Islamic
International Islamic Bank established
finance. Of course no policy leaves a
in 1990, and the Abu Dhabi Islamic
vacuum, and arguably Islamic finance
Bank established in 19 97. The latter has been able to flourish in Saudi
operates Dubai as well ;as in its home
Arabia because there has been no interemirate, while the Dubaii Islamic Bank
ference by government ministers or the
has branches throughout the UAE.
Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency
(SAMA), and state meddling could be
Further competition ir1 the Islamic counterproductive.
banking segment in the LJAE has resultN e w Horizon

Although there has been much awareness of the incompatibility of conventional riba based finance with shariah
law in Saudi Arabia ever since the
inception of the state, there has been
reluctance by policy makers to tackle
the issue directly, perhaps because of
excessive caution. This is reflected
today in the lack o f engagement
between the SAMA and the Islamic
finance industry, with the former rarely
being represented at conferences on
Islamic finance, in contrast to central
bankers and regulators from Malaysia
and Bahrain, who rarely miss a major
conference. SAMA does not recognise
the standards of the Accounting and
Auditing Organisation for Islamic
Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) and
was not amongst the founder members
of the Islamic Financial Services Board
(IFSB), the joint initiative by Bahrain
and Malaysia already mentioned. Most
seriously there is no Islamic banking
law in Saudi Arabia that might provide
a framework for the regulation of the
industry.
Saudi Arabia's substantial government
debt is financed largely through conventional bills and development bonds
that are held by local banks. There
could be savings in debt service payments i f at least some of these government liabilities were fimded through the
issue of sovereign sukuk, as in neighbouring states such as Bahrain and
Qatar There has been a missed opportunity to tap into alternative sources of
fiinding, not least those of the local
Islamic bank, A l Rajhi, that cannot hold
interest earning development bonds, but
which could hold sovereign sukuk that
are shariah compliant.
Given the Saudi Arabian government's
role as the custodian of the holiest sites
of Islam and its central position in the
Muslim World it might be expected that
it would be one of the most iimovative
countries in the development of Islamic
April - May 2005
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financial products. The banks all provide Islamic deposit facilities, which
are estimated to account for around 17
percent of total bank deposits in the
Kingdom, and i f A l Rajhi is included,
the proportion rises to 25 percent. This
success in the growth of Islamic however largely reflects the banks response to
customer demand, not government policy Furthermore although the Saudi
banks have committees o f shariah
scholars to advise on their Islamic banking operations, this is not a regulatory
requirement. There is no monitoring of
Islamic products by SAMA, or any
scheme for the accreditation of shariah
scholars or professional standards as in
Malaysia where the Central Bank has a
list of approved shariah scholars with a
knowledge of finance from which the
banks should appoint their committees.
The Limited Role of Islamic Finance
in North Africa
As already indicated there is little
Islamic finance in the Muslim states of
North Africa, the sole office of A l
Baraka in Tunisia accounting for less
than one percent of the country's bank
deposits. Egypt has the longest history
of Islamic finance in the region, with
Mitr Gamr Savings Bank, an Islamic
credit union, dadng from 1963. A l i
Sabri, Egypt's leftist leader under
Nasser, closed this down however in the
late 1960s, as he disapproved of all
Islamic institutions, and thought the
state should control banking. In 1977
under Sadat's Open Door Policy the
Faisal Islamic Bank of Egypt was established, partly with Saudi Arabian capital, but although it grew in the 1980s, it
was always on the fringes of Egypt's
largely state-owned banking system. In
1987 a number of Islamic investment
companies that were unregulated collapsed, the most notable being A l
Rayan. There was no government compensation made available to investors,
and over 400,000 relatively poor
8
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Egyptians lost most o f their savings.

industry, saw it as a profitable opportunity to acquire private clients from the
The problems confronting the Islamic
Gulf of high net worth and provide liqfinance industry in Egypt were made
uidity management facilities for Islamic
worse by the appointment by the govbanks that would otherwise have idle
ernment of a new Rector of Al-Azhar
cash balances. Unfortunately however
University in 1989, Dr Muhammad
the same institutions made while little
Sayed Tantawi. Traditionally the holder
effort to serve local Muslim communiof this position is regarded as the most
ties in Europe or the United States.
influential religious authority in Egypt,
Secularist republican countries such as
and a major figure in the Islamic world.
France were at best indifferent to
Tantawi ruled that the interest paid by
Islamic finance, but in the United
conventional banks on
Kingdom, where at
deposits should be HHIi^^^^H • • • • • • • • • P least the political
regarded as profits
establishment increasrather than usury or
In the West reactions to ingly prides itself in
riba. The implication
Islamic finance ranged being in favour o f
of this ruling was that
multiculturalism,
from polite interest to
there was no differthere has been a growscepticism. Those in the ing concern that
ence between Islamic
conventional
banking, Muslims should not
and
conventional
banks. No surprisingespecially
the
asset be disadvantaged or
ly Tantawi's fatwa was
management
industry, discriminated against
denounced by Islamic
because
of
their
saw it as a profitable beliefs.
scholars in the Gulf
opportunity to acquire
who were much more
supportive of Islamic
private clients from the The example o f
finance, with Sheikh
mortgages
Gulf of high net worth Islamic
Yusuf Qaradawi, an
illustrates the supportand provide
liquidity
Egyptian born, but
ive stance of the
management
facilities United Kingdom govDoha based. Islamic
for Islamic banks thot ernment
scholar leading the
towards
attack. Despite these
would otherwise have Islamic finance. These
criticisms,
the
have been offered
idle cash balances.
Tantawi fatwa still
through murabahah
stands, although its
and ijara since 1997,
main consequence has been to underthe main provider being the United
mine the authority of Al-Azhar, with the Bank of Kuwait, which following a
rulings of the Fiqh Academy in Jeddah
merger, became the A l Ahli United
being much more respected throughout
Bank. Their home finance scheme, desthe Sunni Muslim World, including
ignated the manzil programme, would
their fatwa that all interest receipts or
undoubtedly been more successful i f the
payments constitute riba, and are theretax treatment had been more equitable.
fore prohibited.
The difficulty was that as the stamp
Western Attitudes
In the West reactions to Islamic finance
ranged from polite interest to scepticism. Those in the conventional banking, especially the asset management

Rabiul Awwal 1426

duty on house purchases was raised,
this was a double burden for Islamic
mortgages, as stamp duty arose both
when the bank purchased a house on
behalf of the client, and when the bank
resold the property to the client. Not
wanting to disadvantage Islamic home

ISLAMIC FINANCE

finance, the British Treasury agreed that
the double stamp duty would be abolished, and from December 2003 this
exemption took effect. As a result other
players have entered the Islamic mortgage market in the United Kingdom,
most notably HSBC Amanah Finance,
and the West Bromwich Building
Society, with the latter distributing A l
Ahli manzil mortgages from its
Birmingham branches. Thanks to government sensitivity to the needs of the
Muslim community. Islamic home
finance looks likely to take-off in the
United Kingdom, with most of the
major mortgage providers now expressing an interest in serving the market.
In the United States the antagonism to
Islamic militants resulting from the
events of 11th September 2001 resulted
in a generalised, and largely i l l informed campaign against supposed
sources of terrorist funding. Although
funding was probably the least important concern for suicide squads, whose
financial needs were as limited as their
brief lives, the words Islamic banking
immediately raised the suspicions of the
Further

ignorant. In fact it was western conventional institutions rather than Islamic
banks that were used for the modest
financing of the terrorists, perhaps
because the former were least likely to
arouse suspicion. Fortunately the campaign to combat misinformation by the
Islamic banks, including the presentations by Islamic Development Bank at
the 2002 IMF-World Bank Annual
Conference and subsequently at a Royal
United Services Institute conference on
money laundering in London, has been
largely successful in winning over the
opinions of the better informed and
more financially aware in the United
States, i f not the wider public and investigative journalists with hidden agendas.
Islamic
Finance
Development

and

Political

It is evident that Islamic finance needs
particular political conditions to flourish that are not present in many Muslim
countries. Firstly the industry needs
space to develop its ideas and products,
and regulators who are sympathetic

towards new thinking. This is more
likely in pluralist societies such as
Malaysia than countries that are dominated by a single inflexible political ideology and where there is a monopoly of
ideas.
Secondly it is clear that Islamic finance
has fared best in the economies of the
Gulf where the private sector plays a
significant role rather than the Arab
Mediterranean states where governments still control much of the economy
and own the major utilities and even the
banking sector. Encouraging the private
sector aids Islamic finance, with for
example enormous potential for corporate sukuk where major firms have high
standards of financial reporting. Finally
representative governments are more
likely to be responsive to Islamic
finance than authoritarian regimes, as
there is a client demand for finance that
is compatible with shariah law and governments need to listen to the views of
their own populations and act accordingly. Economic and political liberalisation aids Islamic finance rather than
hindering its development.
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New from Oxford World's Classics

The Qur'an
26 May 2005. £7.99, Paperback, 0192831933

Translated, with an Introduced and notes
by M.A.S. Abdel Haleem, Professor of islamic studies.

Schoolof

Oriental and African Studies, University of London

M. A. S. Abdel Haleem was born in Egypt, and learned the Quran by heart
from childhood. Educated at al-Azhar, Cairo, and Cambridge
Universities, he has taught Arabic and Islamic Studies at Cambridge and
London Universities.

Traditionally the Qu'ran was only to be read In Arabic. This does not
take into account the growing numtier of non Arabic speaking
Muslims who need a clear translation of the most revered source of
authority in Islam. The Oxford version is clear, easy to read, and free
from the archaisms, incoherence, and unfamiliar structures that mar
most existing translations.
•
•

•
•

stylistic features peculiar to Arabic are explained, and solutions are offered to
the difficulties of rendering these into English.
The introduction offers a brief history of the making of the Qur'an. and the
dynamics of writing a translation. Structure and stylistic features are addressed,
as are issues of interpretation in relation to militancy, intolerance, and the
subjection of women
Supportive notes explain geographical, historical, and personal allusions and
cross-referencing within the Qur an
A good Index in which Qur'anic material is arranged into topics for easy reference

one of the best [translations] to have appeared in recent
times' Muslim News
accessible and compelling.„a remarkable achievement'
New Statesman
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BANKING A N D FINANCE T O SMALL A N D
MICRO-ENTERPRISES IN SUDAN
Some lessons from the Islamic Financing

System

Extract from the book by: Badar - El - Din A. Ibrahim (Ph. D. Econ.)
Published by the Institute of Islamic Banking and Insurance London

2004

Sudan is the largest country in Africa

income and employment. The depres-

with an area of 2.5 million square kilo-

sion of the economy has been reflected

initiatives on the part of commercial

metres. The population is approximate-

in the shift towards small and micro-

banks to handle small credit. However,

ly 24.9 million (1993) with an annual

enterprises by those seeking specifical-

Sudanese Islamic banks have tried to

growth rate of about 2.63 and popula-

ly to increase employment and income,

adapt the requirements o f small and

tion density of about 10 persons per

especially with in the low and middle-

micro-enterprises.

kilometre.

income groups.

Sudan is rich with natural resource and

Difficult access to credit is singled out

suited than conventional modes for

sion of administrative capacities and

The Islamic financing modes are better
suitable climatic conditions for the pro-

as a major problem facing small and

meeting the needs of small enterprises.

duction of a wide variety of products

micro-enterprises. This was certainly

In most cases, financing is granted

and animal-raising. Sudan is rich in

the case in Sudan during the 1980s.

without an obligation on the part o f the

mineral resources such as gold, chrome

There is now a general consensus that

partner to repay whether he or she gains

and cement. Oil reserves have discov-

the difficulties small businessmen and

or loses. Moreover, no strict security is

ered in the south and west of the coun-

women face in obtaining finance are

demanded,

try, but these have yet to be commer-

related to high transaction costs and

arrangements put great emphasis on the

cially exploited. The economy is pre-

artificially low interest rates.

transaction itself, rather than the credit-

dominantly agricultural. Agriculture

as

Islamic

investment

worthiness of the partner. I f the opera-

(crop production and livestock) pro-

Subsidised credit programmes failed,

tion ends in a loss, the partner does not

vides a livelihood for about 80 per cent

apart from some exceptional cases.

bear this loss alone. I f he or she is

of the total population and constitutes

Some reforms have been suggested and

unable to settle his or her bills, a grace

more than 30 per cent of the GDP and

applied to establish a neutral environ-

period is given without any additional

95 per cent of the country's exports.

ment with respect to enterprise size to

fees. Islamic financing does not require

remove discrepancies, which currently

the partner to present securities against

As a result of increased government

favour providing credit to large enter-

possible losses. Any advance demanded

development

budget

prises. The features of these schemes

is made to cover the share of the partner

deficits and the end of the huge mone-

are depicted in credit insurance or guar-

in the venture and not as a security

tary assistance from oil-rich Arab coun-

antee schemes, linking informal (credit

against losses. Since the Islamic con-

tries, Sudan's economy has faltered.

associations, self-help group, etc.) to

cept is based on profit-and-loss-sharing,

Despite measures taken by the IMF and

formal financial institutions and setting

then "any security demanded by the

World Bank to alleviate funding prob-

aside specific loan portfolios for the

Islamic bank is against possible fraud or

lems to the country, the situation contin-

exclusive use of small and micro-enter-

repayment-evasion and not against the

ues to deteriorate.

prises.

risk of losses".

As the economy has worsened, the

No serious attempt has been made to

Partnership financing has many advan-

emergence of small enterprises

has

adapt commercial bank to small and

tages to offer to small entrepreneurs.

become a means by which to secure

micro-enterprise clients by the provi-

Musharaka is a flexible, fair, easily

expenditure,
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understandable form of financing. It

unrecorded sales of the product under

caters for both production and manage-

partnership or tampering with records.

and offer them partnership facilities,

ment, thus leading to increased incomes

Another

of

thus relieving them of the problem of

for income groups who do not own cap-

Musharaka is that the client does not

commercial banks' reluctance to lend to

ital. It is a suitable mode of financing

have to contribute in the case where

them. Using partnership arrangements,

for both working and fixed capital. In

his/her share is in kind (input), labour,

however, does not mean

countries

inflation,

or machine depreciation. In Musharaka,

finance to small and micro-enterprises

Musharaka preserves the real value of

the bank may take an active role in mar-

on concessional rates. On the contrary,

capital invested - that is, at the time of

keting the product, thus reducing the

it will provide a high rate of return on

selling the two partners may decide to

marketing burden on small entrepre-

capital investment to both the bank and

wait in anticipation of higher prices.

neurs. Musharaka also avoids repay-

the partner.

with

high

important

advantage

large number of small entrepreneurs

providing

ments being necessary from small
Musharaka does not require to strict

entrepreneurs who have already lost

A Murabaha contract is beneficial to

collateral guarantees and does not leave

their livelihood in the case of a total

small and micro-enterprises. Instead of

the partner with a heavy burden of debt,

failure.

a small entrepreneur having a loan

Beside providing finance to already

pose than the ostensible one), the

the client and his behaviour, in addition

established small and micro-enterprises,

Murabaha contract will buy him the

to continual supervision and follow-up

partnership modes of finance are likely

asset or raw material needed for his

by the bank's management, are neces-

to create new economically and techni-

business for certain period and at a prof-

sary requirements in the absence of con-

cally worthwhile

it for the bank. Murabaha profit margins

post-dated cheques or any other kind of
obligation. Personal acquaintance with

(which he may use for a different pur-

small-sized invest-

ventional guarantees. Sudanese Islamic

ments chosen by feasibility

studies

may be identical in value to interest

banks usually use personal guarantees,

rather than the creditworthiness of small

rates, but the principle and process is

storage of raw materials subject to part-

entrepreneurs. Wider branch networks

different. Murabaha makes sure that the

nership, and regular field visits, which

and ranges o f banking services are a

money is used in the intended project

hmit the chances of dishonesty such as

prerequisite for banks i f they are reach a

for the benefit of the small entrepreneur.
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REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT FUND LAUNCHED
Rikaz for Development & Planning, the

to the south of the city of Alkhobar, in

respond to the changing pattern o f

leading Saudi Arabian real estate com-

the Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia.

demand for real estate in the Kingdom.

pany, and Shamil Bank of Bahrain, the

The scheme will comprise a new resi-

We are delighted to offer this opportuni-

Bahrain-based Islamic commercial and

dential community of high-quality vil-

ty to investors and thank the Bahrain

investment bank, have launched the

las, townhouses, a boutique hotel and

Monetary Agency and Shamil Bank for

Royal Amwaj Real Estate Development

other amenities on an extensive water-

their cooperation and support."

Fund, the first Saudi Riyal denominat-

front with three man-made bays that

ed, regulated real estate development

will provide direct sea access to each

Head, Investment Banking, Shamil

fund

Saudi

villa. The fund is initially targeting

Bank, Ahmad Tayara, said, "It is time to

Arabian real estate market. The fund

investors from Saudi Arabia and the

even fiirther raise standards in the rap-

was approved for launch and marketing

Gulf region but is open to international

idly advancing Islamic banking indus-

by

investors looking for exposure to the

try by providing the investment com-

Kingdom's emerging real estate market.

munity

The fund's projected returns are antici-

wrapped in regulated financial products

for investment in the

the Bahrain Monetary Agency

(BMA).

with

greater

opportunities

The fund, which will be regulated by

pated at an ROI of more than 43 percent

such as the Royal Amwaj Real Estate

the BMA, was structured and will be

and an IRR of 18.1 percent over the

Development Fund. Shamil Bank is

managed by Shamil Bank. The project,

fund's term.

focused on offering a greater number of
regulated fund products to investors and

in which the fund will invest, the Royal
Amwaj Resort, will be
developed and marketed to potential buy-

Amwaj

ers by Rikaz. The fund

new

represents an opportu-

ment

nity whereby, for the
first time, both Saudi
and

non-Saudi

Amwaj

has welcomed Rikaz's bold move to be

Resort is one of a new

the pioneering real estate development

generation of mixed-

company in Saudi Arabia to act in this

use

regard. We are delighted to have been

The

The launch of the Royal

real

Fund

heralds

era in the
of the

a

developKingdom's

estate

industry,

which has to date

been

Royal

communities

planned by Rikaz as

approached and selected by Rikaz and

part of its real estate

hope that others will follow suit as the

development

pro-

growing level of investor sophistication

is

comes to demand increased levels of

gram,

which

investors can invest in

characterized

by unregu-

expected to set a new

transparency and disclosure." Jamal

development projects

lated, private

investment

precedent for large-

Tartir, Group Head, Private Banking,

in

and

the

Kingdom

through a regulated
investment

short-term,

tive land deals.

specula-

scale urban develop-

Shamil Bank, said, "Shamil Bank is

ment in the Kingdom.

always looking for opportunities to
broaden the investment horizon for its

vehicle.

customers and has taken this innovative

Further, it also underscores Rikaz's

Speaking at a press conference to mark

ongoing objective to bring about mod-

the launch of the fund. President and

step to create the Shariah compliant

CEO of Rikaz, Khalid Al-Gahtani, said,

Royal Amwaj Fund. We see this as a

regulatory supervision in the Kingdom's

"The launch of the Royal Amwaj Fund

huge opportunity for investors from the

real estate market.

heralds a new era in the development o f

GCC - and the world at large - as the

emization and greater transparency and

the Saudi Arabian real estate industry,

real estate sector in Saudi Arabia is

The SR465.9 milhon ($124.2 million)

which has to date been characterized by

poised for continued, unprecedented

fimd is a Shariah compliant, three-year,

unregulated, private investment and

growth supported by the economic bull

closed-end investment fund that will

short-term, speculative land deals. The

cycle being experienced in the region,

finance the delivery and marketing of

structure and transparency provided by

as well as the inherent need to urbanize

the Royal Amwaj Resort, a ground-

such a fund should encourage Saudi and

a growing population that is resulting

breaking, mixed-use development on a

non-Saudi investors alike to participate

from and fiielling its remarkable eco-

one million square meter waterfront site

in

nomic growth."

major urban developments

that
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M O N E T A R Y A N D

B A N K I N G

R E S E A R C H

A C A D E M Y

( M B R A )

THE FIFTEENTH CONFERENCE O N MONETARY
A N D FOREIGN EXCHANGE POLICIES
TEHRAN , IRAN
MAY 16-17, 2005
"Imperatives (Institutional, Executive and Policy Making)
for Obtaining an Effective Banking System to
Reach Macro-Economic
Goals"
Following the previous MBRA's successful Annual Conferences and in an effort t o p r o mote scholarly discussions and t o tackle the main issues of the Iranian Economy, the
15th Annual Conference on Monetary and Exchange Policies, entitled "Imperatives
(Institutional, Executive and Policy Making) f o r Obtaining an Effective Banking System
t o Reach Macro-Economic Goals" will be held on May 16 and 17,2005
The outline of the 15th Conference covers various main areas including:
Privatization

and Efficient Banking

System.

Information Technology and Efficient
Efficient Banking and Necessary

Banking.

Infrastructure.

Efficient Banking System <£ the Efficiency of Monetary
-*

Globalization,

and

Challenges and Binding Issues.

Islamic Banking and New Banking Methods and
Banking System in Interaction

with Capital

Instruments.

Market.

C o n t a c t Details
Monetary and Banking Research A c a d e m y ( M B R A )
R O . B o x : i 6 7 6 5 - l 6 5 4 , T e h r a n , I.R of Iran
Tel: +98(21) 2855607-2855608-2850041 -2850070
Fax: +98(21) 2850457
Email: c o n f l 5 @ m b r a - c b i . o r g

Exchange

Policies.
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Bahrain
Turkish
Bank
Begins
Operations in Bahrain
The Industrial Development Bank of
Turkey (TKSB) was formally launched
in Bahrain. The launch was attended by
the bank's CEO and the President, Halil
Eroglu.
"TKSB's first overseas branch in
Bahrain will offer products and services
to its clientele in Bahrain as well as
across the Gulf," the TKSB President
told adding that TKSB is keen to learn
from Bahrain's leading position in the
Islamic banking sector.
"TKSB, with over $1.75 billion assets
and net profits of $25 million in 2004, is
keen to learn more about Bahrain's leading experience in the Islamic banking
sector."
Baskal lauded the role of BMA for providing assistance to the Turkish banks
and the financial institutions. Eroglu
said that due to its excellent performance in various sectors, the bank is
expecting much better results by the
year-end. "We are celebrating our 55th
anniversary this year and this is a very
important year for us. We have opened
our first overseas operation in Bahrain
and we need to work closely with the
institutions working in Bahrain as part
of our long-term strategy and to tap the
existing potential in the project finance,
investment banking sector and Islamic
banking," he said.
Talking about the objectives of the
bank, Eroglu said that since the launch
55 years ago the main activities of the
bank has been focussed on how to provide assistance to private sector enterprises in all sectors of the economy, primarily in the industrial sector; to
encourage and assist the participation of
private and foreign capital incorpora-
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tion established and to be established in
Turkey, and to assist the development of
the capital market in Turkey.

value of Ijara sukuk issued by the BMA,
of which US$1.14 billion is currently
outstanding.

"In order to achieve the objectives,
TSKB has been providing financial support duly and suitably, and also providing consultancy, technical assistance
and financial intermediary services. The
capability of TSKB to provide services
at universal quality and standards lies
with its ability to adapt to change and
development at the international level.
TSKB has achieved its continuity
through creating value added to the
national economy and aiming at the best
at quality and services," he said.

"We are gratified by the response to
BMA's Ijara sukuk series, which has
been very well received by the market,"
said Mr. Waleed Abdulla Rashdan,
Executive
Director,
Banking
Operations, at the BMA. Subscribers to
the latest issue were mainly conventional commercial banks, pension fiinds and
insurance companies.

"TSKB is planning to raise funds from
the region. That is why, we are highly
interested in the Islamic instruments.
We are also planning to get in touch
with the commercial banks for specialized loans, project finance and structured finance as well as the Islamic
investment banks. Also, we want to be
more active in the capital markets all
over the world and Bahrain is a window
for us," he said.

BMA
Ijara
Oversubscribed

Sukuk

A BD30 million (US$79.5 million)
issue of Ijara sukuk (Islamic leasing
bonds, placed by the Bahrain Monetary
Agency ( B M A ) , has been oversubscribed
by
more
than
50%.
Subscriptions worth BD45.5 million
were received for the 5-year issue,
which commences on 28th February
2005 and matures on 28th February
2010.
The issue carries a fixed rental return of
4.5% per annum, which is payable
twice yearly on 28th August and 28th
February each year. This is the 11th
Ijara sukuk to be issued by the BMA. It
brings to a total of US$1.21 bilhon the

The sukuk will soon be listed on the
Bahrain Stock Exchange (BSE). The
Ijara sukuk are issued by the B M A on
behalf of the Government of Bahrain,
which enjoys a local currency rating of
A from international rating agencies.
Standard & Poor's (S&P) and Fitch.

$100 million issue of islamic
Ijara Sukuk Opened
The $100 million issue of Islamic Ijara
Sukuk (leasing bond) for Bahrain-based
Commercial
Real Estate Sukuk
Company (CRC) was opened for subscription at the Sukuk launch ceremony
recently. Representatives
of the
arrangers and structuring advisers
Kuwait Finance House (KFH), Bahrainbased Liquidity Management Centre
(LMC) and Kuwait Financial Centre
(KFC) were present at the ceremony of
the fully-underwritten Sukuk, first o f its
kind ever rolled out by any Kuwait
institution.
"We will target the local, regional and
international investors," A l i H. Khalil,
executive vice-president of KFC told.
"Being US dollar-denominated corporated-rated Sukuk, we will have edge to
market it in the international market. To
promote and handle the Sukuk we have
incoporated a dedicated company called
CRC in Bahrain," Amal K. A l Bahrani a
senior KFC executive said.
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Ijara Sukuk represents the first Islamic
Shari'ah-compliant leasing-bond offer
in Kuwait, arranged for CRC in support
of its growing real-estate development
projects in Kuwait and the region. The
company is the largest publicly listed
real-estate company in Kuwait with
business operations being conducted in
accordance with the principles o f
Islamic Shari'ah. Ijara Sukuk has been
structured as lease-to-own Islamic
Shari'ah-compliant securities with a
five-year term maturing in 2010 and
offering a semi-annual return on the
leasing bond of 125 basis points over
the US dollar and six months Libor. The
Sukuk is the first offer of a rated corporate leasing-bond issue, assigned a rating of A- by Capital Intelligence.
CRC chairman and managing director,
Abdulftah M.R. Marafie said: "We are
very delighted with the completion and
success of issuing of our Sukuk, and I
would like to extend my sincere thanks
to KFC, LMC and KFH for their great
and professional performance in arranging, placing and underwriting the leasing bond and would like to thank lead
underwriters Boubyan Bank, GIC and
FIB for their strong confidence in our
company."
KFC chairman and managing director,
Diraar Yousif Alghanim said: "We
thank CRC for appointing our company
as its financial adviser, enabling us to
have a global look at their financial
structure, business plan and strategy for
which we advised them to come up with
a sukuk issue."
LMC's chief executive officer, Ahmed
Abbas, said: "We are pleased with our
selection to structure this leasing-bond
issue and are delighted to have been
closely working with both KFH and
KFC on the arrangement and placement
of this deal for a very high profile name
such as CRC which is considered to be
the first for LMC in Kuwait."
16
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BIB Plans to Set Up Real
Estate Company In Bahrain
The Bahrain Islamic Bank (BIB), which
elected a new board with Khalid
Abdullah A l Bassam as its Chairman at
the annual general meeting, plans to set
up a real estate company in Bahrain to
complement the bank's business in real
estate sector. "We are in the final stages
to establish a real estate company or
enter into partnership with one of the
leading companies in the Kingdom to
enhance the bank's real estate-related
activities," Chief Executive Officer
Yousif Saleh Khalaf told.
Khalaf, who opened the 12th branch of
the bank on Budaiya Highway recently,
was also upbeat about the first quarter
results of the bank. "We are happy about
the bank's performance during the first
quarter of 2005 as these results are definitely higher than the first quarter of
the previous year," Khalaf said. "We
will notify the results soon after the
auditors' final report," he added.
Khalaf said that BIB's pioneer product
to provide Islamically-designed loan
facility or Ijara Muntaihia B i l Tamleeq
has proved a huge success. "This type
of loan facility is seen as a step forward
to tap the huge existing opportunities in
the real estate sector. The BD75,000
facility is available for both Bahrainis
and expatriates," Kahalf said, adding
that the expatriates' applications were
subject to strict scrutiny and evaluation.
"There has been an increased demand
for loans after the launch of Durrat A l
Bahrain, Tala Island, Amwaj Island and
other such major projects aimed at providing the maximum number of housing
units to Bahrainis as well as residents.
"The bank's intention to establish a new
real estate company or form partnership
with one of the leading institutions will
further boost the bank's business and
services in the real estate sector,"
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Khalaf said. Talking about the bank's
expansion plans, Khalaf said that the
bank has already implemented its
expansion plan by establishing 12
branches across the Kingdom. "BIB
will provide more ATMs and increase
the number of branches."

FIIB Enters New E r a with
New Brand Name
The Bahrain-based
First Islamic
Investment Bank (FIIB), which has
already completed 35 transactions with
a total value of $7.8 billion since its
launch in 1998, aimounced that the
bank had entered into a new era with the
new brand name "Arcapita".
FIIB and its wholly-owned subsidiaries,
Crescent Capital Investments Inc. in the
US and Crescent Capital Investments
(Europe) Limited in the UK are changing their names to Arcapita.
"Uniting its businesses in the Middle
East, North America and Europe is a
key part o f the bank's strategy to evolve
into a leading international financial
institution, offering corporate investment, real estate investment and assetbased investment activities," FIIB
Chairman
Mohammed Abdulaziz
Aljomaih and Chief Executive Officer
A t i f Abdulmalik told a Press conference.
Prof Mark Ritson and former CNN presenter Riz Khan were also present during the launch of the re-branding of the
bank. A t i f Abdulmalik said that FIIB
has been proved a successful business
model since its launch in the Kingdom.
"We have paid back the entire initial
investments of $100 million through
dividends. The new branding is conceived in a careful manner so that it
could only yield positive results in
future," he said. "Although we have a
new name, we will continue to adhere to
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the same values and investment prineiples which have helped us to succeed.
The Arcapita name will allow us to
build a differentiated brand and deliver
an even better service to our investors,"
he said. "It took almost 18 months of
constant research and commitment to
finalise the re-branding process," he
said.
Mohammed Abdulaziz Aljomaih, said:
"We believe that a strong unified brand
will allow us to build on our established
relationship with our shareholders,
investors and business partners and
enhance our ability to deliver innovative investment opportunities that generate superior returns."

Jordan

Injazat Technology Fund, said: "We are
committed to the development and
enhancement o f IT industry in the
region, by supporting companies who
have contributed to developing IT
resources. The decision to invest in
EJADA was taken after a thorough
analysis of existing business models of
the three constituent companies and the
integrated business plans of the merged
entity ... EJADA has endeavored to create one of the largest focused IT services companies in the Middle East."
"Through the establishment of EJADA,
the Middle East IT sector will bear witness to high levels of quality, right from
designing to deploying o f IT systems,
offering clients the full value chain and
significantly boosting the quality of IT
services in the region," added Yousef
Ward, president of EJADA.

Injazat Technology Fund
Announces Investment
Kuwait
The Injazat Technology Fund, the first
Islamic venture capital firm in the
MENA region, has announced a substantial investment in EJADA, the
recently launched integrated IT services
and solutions provider formed by the
merger between three major IT companies.
Speaking at a press conference recently,
Mahmoud A l Leissy, chief executive
officer at EJADA, said: "The capital
infusion of Injazat has strengthened our
position as one of the largest IT services companies in the region. Through
this merger, EJADA has positioned its
services to clients with greater industry
focus, while continuing to deliver services at globally competitive standards."
The three merged IT companies are
Advanced Computer Technology, Elite
Computer Solutions and NewTek
Solutions International.
Commenting on the investment,
Hussein Rifai, chief executive officer at

islamic Banking Conference
Calls for issuing islamic
Treasury Bills
The second Islamic Banking two-day
conference called for issuing a wide
range of Islamic treasury bills.
The conference, entitled "New Vision
of Islamic Treasury Bills," called for
producing "new and diversified financial instruments capable of coping with
the demand of financial markets."
The conference was aimed at "providing researchers and bank dealers with
an opportunity to discuss their viewpoints concerning the introduction of
the new instruments. The conference
also called for offering the Islamic
treasury bills for sale in foreign Islamic
countries.
It encouraged governments to "use
Islamic treasury bills in financing statesponsored development projects." It
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also urged governments to help found
an Islamic stock exchange, "where
Islamic treasury bills could be freely
sold." The conference also underlined
"the social development part played by
Islamic treasury bills."

Oman
Omani Businessmen to Set
up Islamic Bank
The Omani businessmen are drawing up
a proposal for the establishment of an
Islamic bank, a member of the group
said.
An Islamic scholar who is involved in
the project told that a group of businessmen in Oman has come forward
with the idea of creating an Islamic
bank there. " I , along with some other
top personalities in the region's Islamic
finance industry, are helping prospective investors from Oman prepare a feasibility study on the project," said the
scholar based in Dubai.
Oman is the only GCC country which
does not have an Islamic bank.
According to the scholar, the Gulf will
have more Islamic financial institutions
soon, and several UAE banks are going
ahead with the plans to set up subsidiary
Islamic finance companies. The UAE
saw the establishment of four new
Islamic financial institutions, including
two banks, in about the past three years.

Pakistan
SBP Grants islamic Banking
Licence to BiP
The Governor State Bank of Pakistan,
Dr Ishrat Hussain on Thursday handed
over a licence for Islamic banking to
Hasan Aziz Bilgrami, President and
Chief Executive of the Bank Islami
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Pakistan (BIP) at a ceremony held at the
board room of the SBP.
Speaking on the occasion, Dr Ishrat said
that the SBP would never compromise
on Sharia and service standards of the
Islamic banks of the country. The DCD
Group of UK and Jehangir Siddiqui and
Company Ltd have jointly sponsored
the BIP, which will be the third fullfledged Islamic bank in Pakistan. The
other two Islamic banks are Al-Meezan
Islamic Bank and Al-Baraka Islamic
Bank. Besides these, 29 other branches
having dedicated Islamic banking
licences are providing services for their
customers.
Welcoming the foreign investment in
Islamic banking, Dr Ishrat said: "The
SBP is encouraging foreign participation in this sector to develop a competitive and viable Sharia-compliant system
in the country." Quoting figures, he said
last year the total assets of Islamic
banking institutions grew by a record
244 per cent to Rs44 billion and
deposits grew by 263 per cent to Rs30.5
billion. The Governor said, "we would
be beginning a new chapter in the history of Islamic banking in Pakistan.
Earlier, we had granted licence to the
Dubai Islamic Bank."
The SBP Governor said that the central
bank is encouraging large capitalised
Islamic banks in the country as it will
help them kick-start their financing
activities and they will not be seeking
other funds. He said that the lack of adequate capital for Islamic banks must not
become a stumbling block in their road
to progress. He said he hoped other
Islamic banks would raise their capital
base also.
Dr Ishrat said that the SBP wants to
offer a level-playing field both to the
Islamic and conventional banks of the
country. He said that the Board of
Directors of these Islamic banks are
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independent but said that the Sharia
Board of the SBP is vigilant to check
their activities. He said that Pakistanis
must be given opportunities to make
their investment decision as per their
religious beliefs.
He said that Islamic banking in Pakistan
is undergoing an experimental stage and
the Islamic banks must come out with
Sharia-compliant new products in order
to compete with regular banking.

can offer Islamic financial products and
services. The bank will soon set up a
dedicated division to offer Islamic
banking products, said Shaikh Fahad
Bin Mohammad A l Thani, the bank's
chairman. "The bank is in the process of
recruiting personnel and setting up
facilities for the new division," he told
reporters at a press conference.

United Arab Emirates
Qatar
Qatari Commercial Banks
Gearing up to Offer Islamic
Banking Products
Qatari commercial banks are gearing up
to offer Islamic banking products as
Qatar's Central Bank prepares to issue
guidelines for Sharia-compliant financial service providers, officials said.
Qatar National Bank (QNB) and Doha
Bank, two major non-Islamic banks,
have already started setting up dedicated divisions to cater to this niche market.
QNB, Qatar's largest bank, with 33
branches, is setting up a division to
design and launch Sharia-compliant
products. "Islamic banking [represents]
a great market and [entering it] will add
value to our operations. We have been
thinking about [this move] for the last
three years," said Saeed A l Misnad
recently.
"We will set up a separate division to
offer Islamic banking [options]. It is a
legal requirement." A l Misnad said.
QNB has already received a go-ahead
from Qatar's Central Bank for its
Islamic banking initiative. The division
will offer products targeting both the
corporate and retail sectors, A l Misnad
said. In the meantime, at its annual general meeting, Doha Bank has amended
its articles of association so the bank
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Sharjah islamic Bank Signs
Deal with Shuaa Capital
Sharjah Islamic Bank has signed a deal
with Shuaa Capital, a Dubai-based
investment bank, to offer new equity
funds. This is part of bank's strategy to
reap the highest return possible from
investments that are different from
Islamic financing. The partnership will
lead to trading and sharing of local and
international equity funds with a high
rate of return.
This can be attributed to the considerable technical expertise and excellent
reputation of Shuaa Capital in managing equity funds. " I am delighted with
the forming of our partnership with
Shuaa Capital. We feel confident that
this partnership will be extremely beneficial due to the company's excellent
reputation in the U A E and abroad, and
we are looking forward to a long and
fruitful relationship with them", said
Hussain A l Qemzi, chief executive officer. Sharjah Islamic Bank has more
partnership deals in the pipeline. This is
the result of a group investment management system that concentrates on
investment avenues that have not been
tapped by the bank.The purpose of this
partnership is to create investment
opportunities that will yield impressive
results for both clients and shareholders
of Sharjah Islamic Bank.
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